
Chocolate muffins
TOPPED WITH A GOLD BUNNY

hese delicious chocolate 

muffins with pink icing are 

topped with a Lindt Mini GOLD 

BUNNY to really steal the show 

while you’re drinking an Easter 

coffee! The muffins are baked in 

glasses with coconut flakes and 

fine Lindt dark chocolate. The 

recipe is so easy that anyone can 

make them.

These muffins topped with a Lindt Mini GOLD BUNNY are 
sure to attract attention. They go really well with melt-in-
your-mouth LINDOR White Chocolate Mini Eggs.
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CHOCOLATE MUFFINS WITH  
A GOLD BUNNY
YOU WILL NEED:

•  Ovenproof glasses that are not tapered  
towards the top

•  Display stand

•  Coloured paper and ribbon for decorating

•  Lindt Mini GOLD BUNNIES and LINDOR 
White Chocolate Mini Eggs

FOR THE MUFFINS:

• butter

•  sugar

• eggs

•  flour

•  1 tsp baking powder

•  coconut flakes

•  Lindt dark chocolate

•  Grease and coconut flakes for the glasses

•  For the icing:

•  3-4 tbsp cherry juice

•  icing sugar

•  red food colouring

HOW TO MAKE:

1   To make the chocolate muffins, beat the butter 
and sugar with a mixer until light and fluffy. 
Stir in the eggs until a creamy consistency is 
achieved. Now add the milk. Fold in the flour 
and baking powder, and add the coconut flakes 
and Lindt chocolate, broken up into small 
pieces.

2   Grease the glasses well and sprinkle with 
coconut flakes. Preheat oven to 160 °C.

3   Spoon the mixture into the glasses, making sure 
to leave a gap at the top. Bake for around 30-35 
minutes on the bottom shelf (convection oven). 
Leave the muffins to cool completely inside 
their glasses.

4   Remove the muffins from the glasses. Mix the 
three icing ingredients together, dip the tops of 
the muffins into the mixture, then position the 
right way round again and leave to set. Dip the 
bottom of the unwrapped Lindt Mini GOLD 
BUNNIES into the icing sugar and stick to the 
muffins.

5   Place everything on the display stand with 
the eggs and remaining wrapped Lindt GOLD 
BUNNIES and decorate with flower cut-outs 
and ribbons.


